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the way we were wikipedia

Apr 04 2024

the way we were is a 1973 american romantic drama film

directed by sydney pollack and starring barbra streisand and

robert redford arthur laurents adapted the screenplay from his

own 1972 novel of the same name which was based on his

college days at cornell university and his experiences with the

house un american activities committee

barbra streisand the way we were movie

version youtube

Mar 03 2024

barbra streisand robert redford1973sidney pollack
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barbra streisand the way we were

youtube

Feb 02 2024

movie the way we were 1973 barbra streisand the way we

were

the way we were 1973 imdb

Jan 01 2024

the way we were directed by sydney pollack with barbra

streisand robert redford bradford dillman lois chiles during

post wwii mccarthyism a diametrically opposed couple come

together only to find out that genuine friendship and physical

attraction is not enough to overcome fundamental societal

beliefs
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watch the way we were prime video

amazon com

Nov 30 2023

the way we were set during the politically charged time of pre

wwii mccarthyism a young couple with diametrically opposing

views of politics friendships and careers find it difficult to

balance their private love and desires with their very public

lives 4 951 imdb 7 0 1 h 58 min 1973 x ray uhd pg drama

romance passionate sad

the way we were ending explained

repeat replay

Oct 30 2023

ad 1 the way we were ending explained unraveling the

complexities of love and loss released in 1973 the way we

were is a timeless romantic drama that continues to captivate
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audiences with its poignant tale of love politics and the

bittersweet realities of life
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